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ABSTRACT

A novel Fast RLS Algorithm based on the Givens Ro�
tation and developed from an UDUT square�root fac�
torization of autocorrelation matrix is discussed� The
algorithm presents excellent numerical properties and
requires ��N multiplications and �N divisions per sam�
pling interval� where N is the linear �lter order�

� INTRODUCTION

Adaptive �lters constitute an important and proli�c
�eld of signal processing� both for theory and practi�
cal applications� The problem addressed in this paper is
the classical Fast RLS �Recursive Least Squares	 one 
��
we want to identify the linear �lter which minimize the
exponentially weighted cost function

J�n	 �
nX

k��

�n�k
�
d�k	�HT

nX�k	
��

��	

where d�k	 is the desired response signal� Hn is the lin�
ear �lter coe�cient vector at time n� X�k	 is the in�
put data vector at time k and � is a forgetting factor
which controls the rate of tracking time varying parame�
ters� Moreover� we want a multiplication�division com�
putational complexity of order N � where N is the �lter
memory length� A novel solution based on the Givens
rotation and developed from an UDUT square�root fac�
torization 
�� of the autocorrelation matrix is presented
in this paper�
The proposed algorithm belongs to the class of Fast

QR and Lattice RLS algorithms� As in QR algorithms
we do have a Q Givens rotation matrix and an R upper
triangular matrix which is the Cholesky factor of the au�
tocorrelation matrix� Moreover� as in Fast QR and Lat�
tice algorithms the desired signal estimation is based on
di�erent �lter order backward prediction errors� Thus�
the joint process part of our Fast SQR RLS coincides
with that of Fast QR and Lattice algorithms based on
backward prediction error vector 
��� But di�erently
from the uppermentioned algorithms� the derivation of
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this adaptive �lter is an algebraic one� based on the re�
lationship between two di�erent UDUT square�root fac�
torizations of the extended autocorrelation matrix�
Since the joint process part of our algorithm coincides

with that of Lattice RLS algorithms� this Fast SQR RLS
algorithm does not determine the �lter coe�cients of a
transversal realization �Hn	 but those of a Lattice re�
alization� So� even if the vector Hn is not directly de�
termined� the algorithm can still be applied for system
identi�cation� as well as adaptive �ltering and predic�
tion� Furthermore� di�erently from all other algorithms
which gives a Lattice �lter realization �Fast QR and Lat�
tice algorithms	� here we have a direct dependency of a
priori forward prediction error from the input sample
xn� This direct dependency makes the algorithm suit�
able for ADPCM applications in signal coding 
�� even
if it is paid with a not�pipelineable structure�
The algorithm presents excellent numerical stability

properties which derives from the exploitation of the
UDUT square�root factorization of the autocorrelation
matrix and from the use of numerical robust operations
�like Givens rotation	 which do not give rise to numerical
error accumulation�
This paper is organized as follow� In section � the

algorithm is described� In section � some experimental
results are reported and in section � some �nal remarks
are discussed�

� ALGORITHM DERIVATION

Let us consider an UDUT square�root factorization of
the autocorrelation matrix

�n �
nX

k��

�n�kX�k	XT�k	 � RT
nPnRn ��	

where X�k	 is the input data vector at time k� Rn is
an upper triangular with unit diagonal matrix and Pn
is a positive diagonal matrix� such that the uniqueness
of the factorization ��	 will be assured 
���
As in many fast algorithms we exploit the relationship

between forward and backward prediction �lters� The
following quantities are de�ned �see 
�� for more details	



� extended input vector�

�X�k	 �
�
vk
���XT �k � �	

�T
�
�
XT �k	

���rk��
�T

��	

where vk � xk and rk�� � xk�N

� forward and backward predictors� An and Bn re�
spectively

� forward and backward prediction errors�

fn�k	 � vk � AT
nX�k � �	 ��	

bn�k	 � rk��� BT
nX�k	 ��	

� autocorrelation of forward and backward prediction
errors� �n and �n

� the likelihood variable �n � � � XT �n	���n X�n	�
which is the estimation error in the evaluation of
the pinning sequence from X�n	�

Let us de�ne �rst the vector Dn � R�Tn X�n	 which�
as we will see� coincides with the backward prediction
error vector� In the proposed algorithm Dn will take
place of both Kalman gain vector and input data vector
of classical Fast RLS and FTF algorithms 
���
The updating of Dn is based on the de�ni�

tion of two di�erent UDUT square�root factoriza�
tions of the extended autocorrelation matrix ��n �Pn

k�� �
n�k �X�k	 �XT �k	� Using the two de�nitions of

�X�k	 it is possible� in fact� to derive this two factor�
izations

�Rn �

�
Rn �Yn
�T �

�
� �Pn �

�
Pn �
�T �n

�
��	

and

�Rn �

�
� �T

�Zn Rn��

�
� �Pn �

�
�n �T

� Pn��

�
��	

where Yn � RnBn and Zn � Rn��An�
These two matrix couples do not coincide � �Rn is up�

per triangular while �Rn is not	� but di�ers from a rota�
tion matrix which can be e�ciently computed from the
knowledge of �Pn and of only the �rst column of �Rn

�P ���
n

�Rn � Q �P ���
n

�Rn ��	

In order to avoid square�roots� we can determine the

matrix �Q � �P
����
n Q �P

���
n � �Q is not a rotation matrix

but� by the use of Givens rotations� we can decompose
it into N elementary matrices� Let us �rst decompose Q
into N Givens rotations� which set to zero the elements

of the �rst column of �P
���
n

�Rn and preserve the triangular
structure of the remaining columns� We have

�Q � �P����n QNQN�� � � �Q�
�P ���
n �

� �P
����
n�N QN

�P
���
n�N

�P
����
n�N��QN��

�P
���
n�N � � �

� � � �P
����
n�� Q�

�P ���
n�� ��	

b� �
�
�p���

�
��

FOR n � N TO � STEP ��
b� � b� �

�
zn����p��n

�
zn��

�p��n �
�
b��b�

�
�p��n

x� � x� � zn��xn
yn � xn �

�
zn����p��n

�
�

�
x��b�

�
b� � b�

END FOR

�p��� � b���
y� � x�

Table � Algorithm for the computation of �P��n and of
Y � �QX from the knowledge of Zn and �P��n �

where �Pn�N � �Pn� �Pn�� � �Pn and �Pn�i � �Pn�i��� Each

one of the elementary matrices �P
����
n�i Qi

�P
���
n�i annihilates

one of the elements of Zn and keeps the diagonal of �Rn

set to unit� In Table � is reported the algorithm for the
computation of �QX �X generic vector	 and of �P��n from
Zn and �P��n �
Let us now consider

�Dn � �R�Tn �X�n	 �

�
fn�n	
Dn��

�
���	

and

�Dn � �R�Tn �X�n	 �

�
Dn

bn�n	

�
� ���	

evidently it is �Dn � �Q �Dn and� thus� Dn can be trivially
updated� Moreover� since �Rn is an upper triangular ma�
trix as Rn� from ���	 we have that Dn is the backward
prediction error vector�
From the knowledge of Dn we can compute all other

algorithmic parameters� In fact� by manipulation of the
classical expressions of the forward a priori prediction
error and of the forward predictor updating rule 
��� we
can obtain

fn���n	 � vn �DT
n�� �Tn��Zn��	 ���	

Zn � �Tn��Zn��	�
�
P��n��Dn��

�
fn���n	� ���	

Here Tn is an upper triangular with unit diagonal matrix
such that

TnUnT
T
n � P��n � ���n

�
P��n Dn

��
P��n Dn

�T
�

�
Pn �DnD

T
n

�
��

���	

where Un is a positive diagonalmatrix� It can be demon�
strated that Tn satisfy equation ���	

Rn � TnRn��� ���	



sum � �

FOR i � N � � TO � STEP ��
w �

�
si�c

�
� d�i

c � si�w
yi � xi � di � sum

sum � sum� di
wxi

END FOR

Table � Procedure for the computation of Y � TX
product where T is an upper triangular with unit diag�
onal matrix such that TUTT � S � cDDT �U � S are
diagonal matrices� D is a vector and c is a scalar	�

A fast procedure for the computation of TX product�
with X generic vector� has been developed and is re�
ported in Table �� In this procedure T is an upper tri�
angular with unit diagonal matrix such that TUTT �
S � cDDT � where U � S are positive diagonal matrices�
D is a vector and c is a scalar�
As for fn���n	 and Zn� the joint process part is given

by
en���n	 � d�n	�DT

n �TnWn��	 ���	

Wn � �TnWn��	 �
�
P��n Dn

�
en���n	 ���	

where Wn � RnHn is the coe�cient vector of the adap�
tive �lter lattice realization�
The update of the likelihood variable �n is critical for

the numerical stability of the algorithm� We can update
�n with

�n � �n�� � ���n f�n�n	 � ���n b�n�n	� ���	

But if we update �n with ���	� a long term numerical
instability can arise� This numerical instability is pro�
duced by an error accumulation on �n and it depends
from the wordlength precision of processor� The long
term instability and error accumulation can be avoided
recomputing �n� after a certain amount of steps� as

�n � ��DT
nP

��
n Dn� ���	

equation ���	� in fact� evaluate directly the correct value
of �n� The combined use of equations ���	 and ���	 leads
to a numerically stable algorithm without increasing the
computational complexity�
The �nal algorithm is reported in Table � with the

operation count of each step� The algorithm requires
��N multiplications and �N divisions for each sampling
interval in case of �ltering� ��N multiplications and �N
divisions in case of prediction� The addition count is
comparable to the multiplication one and thus has been
neglected�
For what regards the initialization of the algorithm�

we have considered Z
�� � D

�� � W
�� � �� �

�� � ��
P��
�� � ���I and �

�� � � with � �� ��
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Figure � Arithmetic mean of a priori forward prediction
mean square error as a function of time� The arithmetic
mean is evaluated on ten di�erent non�white�gaussian
noise signals while the mean square error is computed
on data segments of �� samples�

� EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The numerical stability of the algorithm has been tested
by several experiments with di�erent types of data sig�
nals from deterministic signals� to random noise sig�
nals� to voice signals� In these experiments the adaptive
�lter was used both for prediction and system identi��
cation�
A �nite precision arithmetic was simulated as in 
�� by

implementing a �oating point arithmetic with a limited
precision mantissa� reduced till � bits� The longest sim�
ulation performed with a � bits mantissa value had more
than � millions samples and in no one of all the consid�
ered simulations any instability has been observed�
In Figure � is represented� as a function of time� the

arithmetic mean of a priori forward prediction mean
square error� The arithmetic mean is evaluated on
ten di�erent non�white�gaussian noise signals while the
mean square error is computed on data segments of ��
samples� All noise signals are obtained by �ltering a zero
mean� unit variance white gaussian noise N �n	 with the
cascade of two linear �lters given by

x�n	 � N �n	 � ���x�n� �	 ���	

y�n	 � �x�n	 � x�n� �	 � ���x�n� �	 ���	

The di�erent plots refers to di�erent mantissa precision
of the processor� Figure � illustrates how the wordlength
a�ects the performances of the algorithm and shows the
good convergence properties even with a low mantissa
precision� The same performance can be obtained both
from an � bit mantissa wordlength and the standard
�oating point precision�
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�
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�
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Table � The Givens Rotation Based Fast SQR�RLS Algorithm� In the second and third column is reported the
operation cost in multiplications and divisions respectively�

� FINAL REMARKS AND CONCLUSION

A novel Fast RLS algorithm based on Givens rotations
have been presented� The algorithm operation count
is ��N multiplications and �N divisions per sampling
interval for �ltering� ��N multiplications and �N divi�
sions for prediction� By the use of an array of proces�
sors� however� algorithm adaptation can be performed
in a limited O�N 	 number of machine cycles�
Another derivation of this algorithm has been devel�

oped from two di�erent square�root Cholesky factoriza�
tions of the autocorrelation matrix� However� this sec�
ond formulation requires square�root operations�
Robust long term numerical stability of the proposed

algorithm has been experimentally veri�ed with di�er�
ent types of data signals and on very long data segments
�up to � million samples	� In none of the performed sim�
ulations any instability has been observed even with �
bit mantissa �oating point arithmetic�
The extension of the algorithm to the class of Volterra

�lters has been performed with a multichannel ap�
proach� The algorithm in this extension has retained
its properties� i�e� the fast implementation and the nu�
merical stability�
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